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Abstract: Buildings can become a significant contributor to an energy system’s resilience if they
are operated in a coordinated manner to exploit their flexibility in multi-carrier energy networks.
However, research and innovation activities are focused on single-carrier optimization (i.e., electricity),
aiming to achieve Zero Energy Buildings, and miss the significant flexibility that buildings may offer
through multi-energy coupling. In this paper, we propose to use blockchain technology and ERC-
1155 tokens to digitize the heat and electrical energy flexibility of buildings, transforming them into
active flexibility assets within integrated multi-energy grids, allowing them to trade both heat and
electricity within community-level marketplaces. The solution increases the level of interoperability
and integration of the buildings with community multi-energy grids and brings advantages from
a transactive perspective. It permits digitizing multi-carrier energy using the same token and a
single transaction to transfer both types of energy, processing transaction batches between the sender
and receiver addresses, and holding both fungible and non-fungible tokens in smart contracts to
support energy markets’ financial payments and energy transactions’ settlement. The results show
the potential of our solution to support buildings in trading heat and electricity flexibility in the
same market session, increasing their interoperability with energy markets while decreasing the
transactional overhead and gas consumption.

Keywords: buildings; multi-energy tokens; heat trading; electricity trading; blockchain; ERC-1155;
peer to peer energy markets; integrated energy system

1. Introduction

In Europe, buildings consume about 40% of the energy generated and are thus seen
as essential elements for energy transition and may be a significant contributor to the
resilience and flexibility of our energy system [1]. The recent developments in renewable
energy technologies, batteries, and heat pumps make possible the transformation and
retrofit of the buildings into flexible prosumers and active contributors to the management
operations of the energy grid [2,3]. In parallel, the advancement in ICT technologies
and their integration into energy grids enable the decentralization and digitization of
energy resources, changing the energy network’s operation towards an integrated energy
system with bi-directional energy and information flows [3]. This requires high levels of
interconnection among heat and electricity networks, buildings, and other sectors of the
economy to increase the flexibility and efficiency of the entire energy system [4]. However,
research and innovation activities around buildings are mostly focused on single-carrier
optimization (i.e., electricity), aiming to achieve higher levels of renewable integration with
the aim to achieve Zero Energy Buildings [5]. However, these limited solutions focused
exclusively on renewable integration are not able to guarantee the zero-balance target and
miss the buildings’ flexibility that may be provided to the energy system to generate new
revenue streams for operators or residents [6,7].

In this context, buildings can play a significant role if they are operated in a coordinated
manner as smart flexible prosumers integrated with the energy system, providing valuable
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services to the electrical and thermal grids [8]. On one side, the buildings can use their
electrical flexible loads (e.g., consumer devices, batteries, heating and cooking loads, and
renewable generation) for electricity trading and demand response services, creating a
positive environmental impact as well as commercial value and, at the same time, they
can trade and provide their residual heat to the thermal grids, leveraging the heat pumps
to increase its quality. In this direction, the smart building concept has been introduced
to ensure technological approaches for closer to real-time control and interaction with
end users, converging towards decentralized building level coordination with distributed
multi-carrier energy networks [9,10]. In parallel, the advent of blockchain technology is
changing the energy sector, from the integration of renewable energy sources to smart
energy grids and smart-ready buildings and peer-to-peer energy trading [11,12]. It offers
opportunities to digitize the energy of different carriers using tokenization and paving the
way to decentralized control of electricity grids in synergy with other energy carriers and
the delivery of cross-sectorial integrated services.

In our vision, the energy flexibility of non-grid-owned assets should be digitized and
made tractable on different energy markets. Blockchain offers integration opportunities
for multi-carrier energy buildings to digitize their flexibility using tokenization and decen-
tralized coordinated control via smart contracts, which may transform them into active
flexibility assets at the interplay of multi-energy networks able to trade energy on both heat
and electrical markets [13].

In this paper, we consider a trading mechanism designed to work in an integrated
multi-energy system, where electricity and heat are traded within an energy commu-
nity [14]. Most of the existing literature on P2P energy trading addresses electricity and
the lack of cross-energy carrier integration relevant to the buildings sector. The heat trad-
ing is focused on buildings that may generate heat using their heat pumps to create hot
water, which is then fed into a shared heat grid within the community. If there is no heat
energy storage in the community, the building’s heat generation can be traded with other
community members. Because the amount of heat can be adjusted based on the comfort
preferences of its residents, there is some flexibility in the heat generation levels. This
flexibility can be used to increase or decrease the amount of heat produced by a building
and injected into the community heat grid. The amount of heat generation from each
building is tokenized and made available in the heat market setup. This means that the
building owners can sell their excess heat to others who need it or purchase additional heat
when they require it.

We propose the use of blockchain, smart contracts, and multi-token standards to allow
buildings to digitize their flexibility from electricity and heat energy carriers and to trade it
in multi-energy markets (see Figure 1). This will not only enable them to play a more active
role in the energy system owing to better integration and to obtain new revenue streams
thanks to higher levels of flexibility, but will also bring advantages from a transaction
perspective. Blockchain provides ideal support for an immutable, tamper-proof public
ledger and the trading of digital assets, while ERC-1155 can be adapted for digitizing
energy regardless of the type. Thus, one building prosumer that produces both electricity
and heat will have transactions with others in different markets trading both electricity and
heat. Each matched pair of prosumers will only require a single transaction to transfer both
types of energy. The adoption of ERC-1155 for energy trading allows a smart contract to
hold tokens of different types, including fungible (money-like), non-fungible (individual),
and semi-fungible (one of a specific bunch with the same/similar scope). In this way,
we will use fungible tokens that can act as currency in electricity and heat markets to
perform financial transactions, while the non-fungible tokens are used for digitizing the
electricity and heat flexibility produced by a building. Finally, the solution paves the way
for processing batches of energy transactions in the ERC-1155 protocol, supporting the
transfer of multiple independent tokens between the addresses of the sender and receiver.
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Figure 1. Building energy flexibility trading using our blockchain and ERC-1155 solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work on
buildings’ energy interoperability and blockchain tokenization, Section 3 describes our
solution for building flexibility digitization and trading on heat and electricity markets,
Sections 4 and 5 present the evaluation results and discuss the advantages related to the
reduction in the number of transactions and decrease in gas consumption, while Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Buildings are considered as central elements to the success of the energy transition
towards an integrated renewable energy system in Europe [1]. Their flexibility is a key asset
in achieving a reliable, decarbonized, and cost-effective energy system [2]. The literature
study was organized into three categories: (i) buildings’ flexibility within an integrated
multi-energy system, (ii) blockchain and tokenization solutions for peer-to-peer energy
trading of buildings, and finally (iii) the use of tokenization in cross-energy sectors.

In the first category, a few approaches in the literature deal with the potential contribu-
tion of buildings’ heat and electricity flexibility to combined energy system management.
In [15], the authors propose the concept of integrated demand response (DR), where
residential consumers can use their flexibility not only by reducing off-peak electricity con-
sumption, but also by converting the electricity to heat or gas. Salo et al. argue that demand
response for district heating has great potential [16] and investigate optimal strategies from
the district heating operator point. They conclude that such strategies have a slight positive
effect on costs and emissions at the district level of buildings if heat storage such as hot
water tanks is not available. Yuan et al. analyze the potential of district heating, targeting
swimming pools and halls, which pose significant heat demands and larger heat storage
capacity [17]. The authors create a simulation model and propose a rule-based algorithm
that uses the dynamic district heat price as an optimization factor to take advantage of
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buildings in heat-oriented DR services. In [18], the authors study and evaluate a demand
response model for central heating systems of apartment buildings. It considers weather
forecasts, indoor temperatures, and decreases in space heating temperatures when the
demand for domestic hot water is at a high level. The overall objective is to cut or shift
the peaks in gas consumption, thus levelling the heat demand to a flatter profile. Suhonen
et al. analyze the energy- and cost-saving potential of demand response in district heating
networks from Germany and Finland [19]. A real-time pricing-based strategy is selected to
calculate the hourly indoor temperature set points, reporting energy savings of between
7 and 8%. In [20], the integration of a predictive DR control for residential buildings that
feature heat pumps and on-site energy generation is proposed. The prediction process
outputs the heating demand for the next 24 h and is implemented by means of a hybrid
wavelet transformation and a dynamic neural network. Similarly, an integrated model for
optimal scheduling of cooling, heating, power, gas, and water sources in a multi-energy
microgrid is proposed in [21]. Demand-side services are proposed to allow the building
and operators to participate in the power, heat, and gas markets using energy conversion
facilities. Yao et al. focus on the problem of the imbalance between supply and demand
and propose a model of integrated electrical, heating, natural gas, and water distribution
systems for participating in demand response programs [22]. A price-based strategy is
formulated for the electrical, gas, and water loads that benefits from a two-stage robust opti-
mization technique to achieve optimal scheduling of resources. The multi-energy microgrid
(heat–power–gas) management problem is tackled by developing models for converting
energy carriers and changing the energy consumption pattern for a given period [23]. A
thorough review of the potential power-to-heat DR for multi-energy networks is presented
in [24], arguing that most of the research should focus on energy markets and power-to-heat
demand response, requiring the refinement of economic and policy frameworks.

In the second category, many solutions advocate the adoption of blockchain technol-
ogy for the implementation of decentralized demand response programs via peer-to-peer
energy trading [25]. However, most of them are focused on electricity and fail to address
other energy carriers. The blockchain-based digitization via tokenization could unlock
more small-scale energy flexibility while considering the buildings’ operational constraints,
households’ preferences, and social enablers enacting the compensation of flexibility shift-
ing via remuneration from P2P trading [13,26]. Tokenization in blockchain refers to the
ability to associate a specific asset with it—in this case, the energy or the flexibility for
producing and consuming energy. In [27], the design considered two types of tokens, mon-
etary value through fungible tokens and energy with certification through non-fungible
tokens. They focus on the entire token lifecycle management, from creating and bidding
up to transferring and redeeming. In [28], the authors showed the possibility of creating
immutable snapshots for token balance query based on an extension of OpenZeppelin’s
ERC-20 (for fungible tokens) and ERC-721 (for non-fungible tokens). Others consider
the case of locking fungible tokens for trading in peer-to-peer energy, trading up to the
point of transaction settlement using locks in certain predefined conditions [29]. Munoz
et al. use Zap to represent the non-fungible energy tokens, with users being billed based
on consumption with the possibility for Zap’s metadata to be offloaded off-chain [30].
In [31,32], payment schemes for trading renewable energy are analyzed from two distinct
perspectives: the reward of the energy producers and the cost of energy consumption.
Certain requirements are identified to ensure that the blockchain is not used maliciously,
such as incentives to use one’s own energy before buying from the grid. The multi-stage
energy optimization and retrofitting solution [33] deals with old buildings that could be
retrofitted for better energy consumption and production. In [34], the authors focus on
the interoperability between blockchains, named cross-chain. The solutions range from
atomic swaps, where tokens are exchanged at the same time, and cross-chain messaging,
where values can be read and written between blockchains, to state pining, where the hash
of a particular block is pinned to another blockchain. In [35], X-as-a-service represents
the value to society, which needs to mirror the reality on the blockchain, where X can
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stand for security, integrity, or some other value. The proposed architecture uses private
authorities and implies an onion-layered system where each layer ensures a value. Zuo
et al. consider the definition of a renewable energy certificate that has as a unit 1 MWh of
green energy [36]. A renewable energy token is issued on Ethereum when the energy is
fed to the grid, and the energy producer can trade it either against its own consumption or
for profit.

In the third category, blockchain and tokenization are successfully used in cross-
energy sectors to reinforce trust. The idea of blockchain as a trust protocol between the
real and digital world is introduced in [37]. As tokens are created by smart contracts, an
external audit is recommended for trust, which can be implemented with the help of IoT
devices. In [38], the authors focus on the circular economy and propose a framework for the
digitalization of assets, where identity and ownership are identifiable and obey contracts
involving a transparent token exchange. In [39], the digitalization of assets is carried out
using the ERC-T(token) protocol, which replicates an ETF (exchange-traded fund). This
differs from a fungible ERC-20 and non-fungible ERC-721 by not allowing reverse transfers.
Some authors have considered the splitting of the ownership of the NFT token and the
risk it poses to an economic system over any over-the-counter security [40,41]. Blockchain
tokenization and certification are used in organic agriculture [42]; to avoid counterfeit
products with a protected designation of origin, e.g., for wine [43]; and for geo-energy
sources in the case of drilling and trading rocks [44]. Other frameworks for ensuring trust
through certificates for the entire supply chain were discussed in [45] for tokenizing all
required data for wood volume, using the evidence, verifiability, enforceability framework.
To create a multi-component logging blockchain [46], the authors propose an architecture
based on a directed acyclic graph and hybrid tokens for multiple products of the same
company. The graph used represents the information in chronological order from the
creation of tokens and then moving forward.

Most state-of-the-art solutions address the digitization of buildings’ energy using
blockchain and tokens for peer-to-peer trading. However, these solutions tend to focus
primarily on electricity and do not address other energy carriers such as heat and potential
conversions for multi-energy systems’ integration. Some consider ERC-1155 for energy
digitization and trading using semi-fungible models, but are focused on analyzing the
tradeoffs among traceability and costs [30]. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
current state-of-the-art solutions in the energy sector consider the digitization of thermal
and electrical energy using ERC-1155 tokens. Our solution allows smart contracts to hold
tokens of different types and execute simultaneous trades in heat and electricity markets,
enabling buildings to actively participate in integrated multi-energy grids within the same
energy community. Moreover, it enables the processing of batches of energy transactions
supporting the transfer of multiple independent tokens between the addresses of the sender
and receiver, resulting in a decrease in the transactional throughput of peer-to-peer energy
markets as well as the associated costs.

3. Materials and Methods

We define our solution for trading building multi-carrier energy flexibility by minting
and integrating ERC-1155 electrical and heat tokens with P2P energy flexibility markets
(see Figure 2), such as the one described in [26].
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Figure 2. Trading different types of energy using ERC-1155 and smart contracts.

The buildings forecast of electricity and heat for the next day is used to generate heat
and electricity orders (i.e., either bids or offers). They are placed in the flexibility market
session and, for each order, a deposit with fungible tokens will be locked to ensure that
everyone can afford and pay for their orders. The building producing electricity and heat
places an offer, and non-fungible tokens representing this promised amount of energy
for each hour and energy type will be minted. After a session is closed, the matching is
performed. Based on the result of the matching, some orders will be matched completely,
matched partially, or unmatched. For all of the producer’s orders, for token quantities that
are unmatched, the corresponding tokens will be burnt and the deposits unlocked. In the
case of matched orders, the settlement will take care of transferring the energy tokens and
the transfer of currency tokens to the building that produced the heat or electricity. As
the energy tokens are ‘promise tokens’—that is, the energy was not yet produced when
the token was minted—a system is required to attach an energy certificate that will allow
the producer to retrieve its deposit at the reference price when it produces the energy
it promised.

An order submitted by a building in the market session is comprised of an order ID,
for identification purposes, as well as the order type, prosumer address, and the three
same-length arrays (see Algorithm 1): token IDs array (i.e., defining energy type and
moment of the day), quantities array, and prices array.
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Algorithm 1 Market session order structure

1. struct Order1155 {
2. bytes32 id;
3. orderType: {OFFER, BID}
4. prosumerAddress: buildingA,
5. tokenIds: [MORNING_ELECTRICTY_TOKEN, MORNING_HEAT_TOKEN,

EVENING_ELECTRICITY_TOKEN, EVENING_HEAT_TOKEN],
6. quantities: [ . . . ],
7. prices: [ . . . ]
8. }

Our design embraces two concepts. First, the ability to differentiate between different
hours of the day and energy types using the higher part of the 256 bits, and second, the
ability to place orders with different prices for different hours.

To better understand how ERC-1155 can better serve our purpose, we combined the
non-fungible tokens with additional meaning stored in the token ID. In our approach, we
used masking and C/C++ bitwise operators [47] to check the properties of the token (see
Figure 3). The operators are performed on uint 256 bits for the token ID.
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We use the higher half bits of the token ID for token characteristics of the token, such
as fungible or non-fungible, type of energy digitized (i.e., either heat or electricity), and the
corresponding hour. As depicted in Figure 4, using different masks, we can check that the
token in the example is not fungible and depicts a token for 1 a.m. of the energy type heat.
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For checking multiple properties, we create different masks (one per property) and
perform a bitwise OR operation. In this way, all true conditions are passed to the final
mask (see Table 1). When we want to check against the mask, we perform the bitwise AND
operation to ensure that everything contained in the mask is also found in the checked
token. This approach allows high flexibility regarding energy digitized by a building as
tokens that can be submitted to a market session.
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Table 1. Masks for determining token properties.

Condition No. Bits Mask Position Scenario and Alternatives Precondition

NFT/FT token 1 255 Used for checking ERC20 compliance
Hour 5 250–254 individually determined 24 h of the day for which the order is submitted Is an NFT
Energy type 4 226–230 Electricity or heat Is an NFT

For implementing the trading process, an interface named GridOperable was designed.
It contains a function for registering an order and one for applying the settlement. Using
an interface, each smart contract that is ERC-1155 compliant in our model can decide how
a specific trading scenario should be handled.

The advantage of this approach is that, by implementing the interface, a building
can define and submit a single order using the function described in Algorithm 2, by
aggregating for each hour of the day tokens of different energy types.

Algorithm 2 Function for registering heat or electricity orders

1. function registerOrder(GridOperableLibrary.Order1155 memory order) external override returns
(bytes32){
2. . . .
3. If (order. orderType==GridOperableLibrary.OrderType.OFFER){
4. for (uint i;i< order.tokenIds.length;i++){
5. _mint (order.prosumerAddress, order.tokenIds[i], order.quantities[i]);
6. }
7. }
8. . . .
9. order.id = bytes32(orderSize++);
10. _orders[order.id] = order;
11. for (uint k =0; k<order.involvedMarkets.length;k++) {
12. _marketsTypeOrders [GridOperableLibrary.MarketSessionType1155(k)][or

der.orderSide].push(order.id);}
13. emit OrderRegistered(order.prosumerAddress,order.id);
14. return order.id;
15. }

Because our work represents the energy in token format, in our design, we also
mint non-fungible energy tokens when a building places them in an offer of energy (see
Algorithm 2, lines 3–7). By doing so, once the settlement is reached, the producer can easily
transfer the energy tokens to the buyer. The order will be added to the orders’ mapping
and emit a blockchain event (see lines 9–14). For ease of retrieval, the order will be added to
all relevant markets based on the order type. This approach allows for the overlap between
sessions regarding an order that contains multiple types of energies.

As we want a flexible system, different properties of the market sessions are delegated
to smart contract functions. Algorithm 3 shows an example for the reference price property
of the market session. The smart contract function will check all session types (i.e., heat or
electricity) and, once one is identified as relevant based on the token type information at
hand, it will delegate it to the appropriate address.

Algorithm 3 Determine the market session properties based on the token type.

1. function determineReferencePrice (uint tokenId) public returns (uint) {
2. . . .
3. If (checkMask(tokenId,
4. marketSessionMap [GridOperableLibrary.MarketSessionType1155(i)].tokenMask)){
5. Return AssetMarketSession1155(marketSessionMap [MarketSessionType1155(i)].
6. marketSession).getReferencePrice();
7. . . .
8. }

To participate in energy trading, one needs to be registered as a prosumer. This is
accomplished by calling the smart contract function from Algorithm 4 with the prosumer
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certification and payment proof for deposit—in either case, for consuming or promising en-
ergy. This function will then mint the fungible tokens based on ERC-1155 for this prosumer.

Algorithm 4 Using ERC-1155 for creating tokens for energy payment

1. function registerProsumer(address prosumerAddress, address prosumerCertificate,
uint amount) returns (bool){

2. if (isValidCertificate(prosumerAddress,prosumerCertificate))
3. if (checkDeposit(prosumerAddress, amount)){
4. _mint(prosumerAddress, MONEY_TOKEN, amount); return true;}
5. return false;
6. }

Finally, the token bits can be used to determine the type of market (electricity or heat)
on which the building energy order needs to be submitted (see Algorithm 5).

Algorithm 5 Using the token to determine the market session for placing a building order

1. function determineInvolvedMarkets (uint[] memory tokenIds) public
returns (uint [] memory) {

2. . . .
3. for (uint i = 0; i< tokenIds.length;i++){
4. for (int j = 0; j< size;j++) {
5. if(checkMask(tokenIds[i], marketSessionMap [GridOperableLibrary.

MarketSessionType1155(j)].tokenMask)){
6. GridOperableLibrary.MarketSessionType1155 typeSession =

GridOperableLibrary.MarketSessionType1155(j);
7. Session memory session = marketSessionMap[typeSession];
8. involvedMarkets[counter] =uint(session.sessionType);
9. }
10. }
11. }
12. return involvedMarkets
13. }

To facilitate the integration of different algorithms for matching of different markets,
we store the newly created orders in a mapping that has as key the market session type
(e.g., heat or electricity) and as value a secondary mapping (see Algorithm 6). The secondary
market has as key the order side (buy or sell) and as value the array of order IDs. In this
way, it is possible to retrieve all orders for a session market and side.

Algorithm 6 ERC-1155 orders and market type

1. mapping (GridOperableLibrary.MarketSessionType1155
2. =>mapping(GridOperableLibrary.OrderSide=>bytes32[])) internal _marketsTypeOrders;
3. enum MarketSessionType1155 {HEAT, ELECTRICITY}

By matching the bids and offers, registered trades are created. Each trade requires
the order IDs for a buyer and a seller and their addresses, as well as an array of token IDs,
quantities, and prices for energy flexibility (see Algorithm 7).

Algorithm 7 ERC-1155 flexibility trade structure

1. struct Trade1155 {
2. bytes32 id;
3. bytes32 buyOrderId;
4. bytes32 sellOrderId;
5. address payable prosumerBuyingAddress;
6. address payable prosumerSellingAddress;
7. uint[] energyTokenIds;
8. uint[] quantities;
9. uint[] prices;
10. }
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In the case of other protocols such as ERC-20, we would have multiple trades indepen-
dently for each session. The ERC-1155 protocol instead allows for multiple independent
tokens to be transferred in batches between the same sender and receiver addresses. This
approach allows us to have all energy token transfers between partners as well as the
fungible currency transfer carried out once with the total due, rather than having to do
multiple transfers. Algorithm 8 shows the settlement process that takes, as a parameter, a
list of trades and, for each trade with the same buyer and seller addresses, a single batch
operation will be performed to transfer all energy tokens, in their respective quantities
(lines 6–9). The fungible currency transfer is also carried out once with the total due, rather
than having multiple transactions between the same partners (once for each session market).
The balances change as energy tokens are transferred, and the money token balance reflects
this change for both the buyer and seller.

Algorithm 8 Transaction settlement and using ERC-1155 batch transactions

1. function settle ( GridOperableLibrary.Trade1155[] memory trades) external override {
2. for (uint i;i<trades.length; i++){
3. GridOperableLibrary.Trade1155 memory trade = trades[i];
4. GridOperableLibrary.Order1155 memory sellingOrder = _orders[trade.sellOrderId];
5. GridOperableLibrary.Order1155 memory buyingOrder = _orders[trade.buyOrderId];
6. bytes memory y = abi.encode(0);
7. this.safeBatchTransferFrom(trade.prosumerSellingAddress,

trade.prosumerBuyingAddress,trade.energyTokenIds, trade.quantities, y);
8. this.safeTransferFrom(trade.prosumerBuyingAddress,

trade.prosumerSellingAddress, MONEY_TOKEN, trade.totalDue, y);
9. }
10. }

4. Evaluation Results

In this section, we evaluate the above ERC-1155 solution in the context of the decentral-
ized peer-to-peer energy flexibility markets for heat and electricity that we have reported
on in [26]. The smart contracts are implemented in Solidity programming language and
were tested using the Ethereum platform in the Remix IDE. This approach allows testing
on multiple chains (already available in the Remix workspace). In our evaluation, the
Remix VM (Merge) environment chain was used to run all scenarios because of its sandbox
blockchain properties, meaning that, each time the blockchain is reloaded, it is in the same
state as the last time it was started. By adhering to this approach and this environment,
each scenario run can be compared to the same state of the blockchain, and any further
developments can be compared directly.

We aim to evaluate our solution effectiveness in managing both the heat and elec-
tricity orders of building prosumers, creation of heterogenous trades, and processing in
batches. We constructed the trading scenario using the different types of electricity and
heat prosumers presented in Figure 5.

The heat and electricity producers can place their entire orders through a single
transaction without needing a fixed price and the energy tokens will be minted. Table 2
shows the ERC-1155 encoding of flexibility orders for both heat and electricity in our
scenario using encoding with different token IDs.
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Table 2. ERC1155 tokens for producers’ orders of heat and electricity.

Order ID Market
Participant Order Type Hour Energy Type Token ID Quantity

(kWh)
Order Price in
Fungible Token

1 Producer A Sell 10 a.m. Electricity 10AME 100 10
1 Producer A Sell 10 a.m. Heat 10AMH 100 15
1 Producer A Sell 6 p.m. Electricity 6PME 100 10
1 Producer A Sell 6 p.m. Heat 6PMH 200 15
2 Producer B Sell 10 a.m. Electricity 10AME 20 5
2 Producer B Sell 6 p.m. Electricity 6PME 10 5

As can be seen in Table 2, at each hour, the flexibility order is encoded by a different
token. Algorithm 9 shows an encoding example for the orders placed by prosumers as
buyers and sellers.

Algorithm 9 Flexibility bids and offers using ERC-115.

let order1 = {
orderSide: OFFER,
prosumerAddress: producerA,
tokenIds: [MORNING_ELECTRICTY_TOKEN, MORNING_HEAT_TOKEN,

EVENING_ELECTRICITY_TOKEN, EVENING_HEAT_TOKEN],
quantities: [100,100,100,200],
prices: [10,15,10,15] }

let order2 = {
orderSide: BID,
prosumerAddress: Consumer1,
tokenIds: [MORNING_ELECTRICTY_TOKEN, EVENING_ELECTRICITY_TOKEN],
quantities: [10,10],
prices: [15, 15] }

Upon submitting orders, the consumers will lock fungible tokens as a guarantee of
their solvability during settlement. They are determined considering the amount of heat or
electricity energy submitted in the bid and the reference price. Table 3 shows the consumers’
orders and their deposits for a market session in our scenario.
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Table 3. Consumer orders and deposits of ERC1155 tokens and fungible tokens.

Order ID Market
Participant Order Type Hour Energy

Amount (kWh)
Energy
Type

Price in
Fungible Tokens Deposit

3 Consumer 1 Buy 10 a.m. 10 Electricity 15 150
3 Consumer 1 Buy 6 p.m. 10 Electricity 15 150
4 Consumer 2 Buy 10 a.m. 30 Heat 20 600
4 Consumer 2 Buy 6 p.m. 30 Heat 20 600
5 Consumer 3 Buy 10 a.m. 10 Electricity 10 100
5 Consumer 3 Buy 6 p.m. 10 Electricity 10 100
5 Consumer 3 Buy 10 a.m. 10 Heat 15 150
5 Consumer 3 Buy 6 p.m. 10 Heat 15 150

Algorithm 10 shows examples of successful minting of heat and electricity tokens and
the orders’ registration.

Algorithm 10 Example of ERC-1155 tokens’ mining and order registration results

ERC1155.TransferSingle(
_operator: <indexed> 0x627306090abaB3A6e1400e9345bC60c78a8BEf57 (type: address),
_from: <indexed> 0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 (type: address),
_to: <indexed> 0x627306090abaB3A6e1400e9345bC60c78a8BEf57 (type: address),
_id: MORNING_ELECTRICITY_TOKEN (type: uint256),
_value: 70 (type: uint256)

)
ERC1155.TransferSingle(

_operator: <indexed> 0x627306090abaB3A6e1400e9345bC60c78a8BEf57 (type: address),
_from: <indexed> 0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 (type: address),
_to: <indexed> 0x627306090abaB3A6e1400e9345bC60c78a8BEf57 (type: address),
_id: MORNING_HEAT_TOKEN (type: uint256),
_value: 80 (type: uint256)

)

Table 4 shows the peer-to-peer flexibility trades created. The number of trades is
minimized because the ERC-1155 protocol allows for multiple independent tokens to be
transferred in batches between the same sender and receiver address. Moreover, it allows
the grouping and processing of heat and electricity tokens in single transactions.

Each trade will have a single buyer and seller order. Because, in a single order,
we can have multiple types of energy tokens, if the buyer and seller are matched, one
batch operation will be performed to transfer both types of energies—meaning all of the
energy token IDs and their respective quantities. Considering the trades from Table 4,
Algorithm 11 shows the batch trade structure between Producer A and Consumer 3 that
aggregates multiple trades at different hours and energy types.
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Table 4. ERC-1155 trade generation in batches.

Trade
ID Seller Sell

Order ID Buyer Buy Order
ID Hour

Energy
Amount
(kWh)

Energy
Type

Price
Fungible
Tokens

Price
Difference

Batch trade between Producer A and Consumer 3
1 Producer A 1 Consumer 3 5 10 a.m. 10 Heat 15 15 − 15 = 0
1 Producer A 1 Consumer 3 5 6 p.m. 10 Heat 15 15 − 15 = 0
1 Producer A 1 Consumer 3 5 6 p.m. 10 Electricity 10 15 − 10 = 5

Batch trade between Producer A and Consumer 2
2 Producer A 1 Consumer 2 4 10 a.m. 30 Heat 15 20 − 15 = 5
2 Producer A 1 Consumer 2 4 6 p.m. 30 Heat 15 20 − 15 = 5

Trades of Producer B
3 Producer B 2 Consumer 1 3 10 a.m. 10 Electricity 5 15 − 5 = 10
3 Producer B 2 Consumer 1 3 6 p.m. 10 Electricity 5 10 − 5 = 5
4 Producer B 2 Consumer 3 5 10 a.m. 10 Electricity 5 10 − 5 = 5

Algorithm 11 Batch trade processing between Producer A and Consumer 3

let trade1 = {
buyOrderId: ’0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000005’,
sellOrderId: ’0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001’,
prosumerBuyingAddress: client3,
prosumerSellingAddress: producer1,
energyTokenIds: [MORNING_HEAT_TOKEN, EVENING_HEAT_TOKEN,

EVENING_ELECTRICITY_TOKEN],
quantities: [10,10,10],
prices: [15,15,10]

}

Our solution allows for having all energy tokens as well as the fungible currency
transfer carried out once with the total due, rather than having multiple transfers between
the same partners (once for each session market). As a result, it provides better support for
building prosumers in trading heat and electricity flexibility at the same time, increasing
their interoperability with energy markets.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the benefits of our solution in terms of reducing the number
of transactions, as well as decreasing the amount of gas needed to execute those transactions
in peer-to-peer energy trading. As detailed in the previous sections, our solution makes the
process of trading heat and electricity among buildings connected to a shared multi-energy
grid within a community more efficient and cost-effective by enabling smart contracts
to hold tokens of different types, to execute simultaneous trades in heat and electricity
markets, and to process batches of energy transactions transferring multiple independent
tokens between the addresses of senders and receivers.

We generated multiple scenarios with different numbers of prosumers, orders on mar-
kets, and types of transfer trades (see Table 5). Given the solution’s features of combining
heat and electricity orders using multi-energy tokens and their processing in batches, the
results show a significant cost reduction. In comparison with the preliminary results on the
transfer of energy tokens individually with two markets and a three-energy token type, the
gas cost was over three times the cost of the batch transfer.

Table 5. Cost evaluation for different trading scenarios.

No. of
Markets Energy Tokens Heat, Electricity

Interoperability Transfer Type Cost (Gas) Normalized Cost

1 3 Independent Single token transfer 21,910,209 ~87,000,000
1 6 Independent Transfer per token type 8,733,132 17,466,264
1 6 Independent Batch transfer 8,066,255 16,132,510
2 6 Interoperability Transfer per token type 16,843,588 16,843,588
2 6 Interoperability Batch transfer—interoperable 15,430,220 15,430,220
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The batch transfer offers a decreased cost compared with transferring per energy token
type and, at the same time, can ease the interaction with heterogeneous markets.

In our scenarios, we varied the building prosumers up to 20, with a ratio of 1:4
producers to consumers. The number of trades per producer was varied between one and
five, meaning some producers traded with just one consumer, while others traded with
up to five consumers. In each case, we assessed the number of transactions, the type of
energy tokens traded, and the overall token transfer count. As depicted in Table 6, the
increase in the number of energy tokens decreases the cost per transaction, making this
approach suitable for working with higher volumes. Moreover, the number of transfer
trades is significantly lower compared with the initial orders submitted by prosumers.

Table 6. Cost variation per number of transactions.

Energy
Tokens Operation Quantity Transactions/

Prosumers

Markets Level
Aggregated Costs
(Gas)

Cost/Transactions

1 Register orders 15 30/10 8,691,137 289,704
3 Register orders 15 90/15 17,130,596 190,339
6 Register orders 15 180/20 29,512,337 163,957
1 Transfer trades 10 21/10 3,157,370 150,350
3 Transfer trades 10 61/15 8,066,255 132,233
6 Transfer trades 10 121/20 15,430,220 127,522

To better understand the costs associated with each market level operation, we split it
into the main components (see Table 7): minting the initial money token deposit, registering
a buy or sell order, and trading (transferring the energy and money tokens). The scenario
involved 20 participants in both the energy and heat markets with 12 hourly tokens per
market (a total of 24 energy token types), an order quantity between 100 and 500 per energy
token, and a cost per token between 10 and 15 money tokens.

Table 7. Cost distribution per market operation.

Operation Used Gas Tokens (FT/NFT) Transactions Used Cost/Token

Registering as a prosumer and
minting the equiv. money token 220,618 200,000 FT 2 ~1

Registering an ask order and
minting the energy tokens 6,309,833 2400 NFT 25 6309

Register a bid order 2,212,427 0 1 916

Transfer tokens based on trade 2,964,830 2400 NFT
24,000 FT 25 1235 per NFT or

118,560 per energy token type

By comparing to the results provided by [30] for batch minting and transferring for
only 10 tokens, we can observe that our approach provides more cost-efficient minting
and transferring in batch based on the cost per transaction, energy token types, and token
quantities while maintaining a full on-chain solution.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a solution for digitizing heat and electricity flexibility using
multi-energy tokens and smart contracts to enable buildings to trade them in different
markets. We adapt and use ERC-1155 for the energy case, allowing the smart contracts to
hold tokens of different types during market trading, such as fungible used for money-
like operations and non-fungible for energy exchanges. The solution enables digitizing
multi-carrier energy using the same token and a single transaction to transfer both heat
and electricity and the processing of energy transactions in batches between the senders
and receivers with the same blockchain address.
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The evaluation results are promising, showing that our solutions are effective in
digitizing the heat and electricity of buildings in various feature combinations and trading
scenarios with a significant cost reduction thanks to the heterogenous orders combined
with processing multi-energy tokens. The batch transfer offers a decreased cost compared
with transferring per energy token type and decreases the cost per transaction, making this
approach suitable for working with higher volumes.
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